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Gold brick guide lego marvel

Gold Brick Manhattan Locations/ Avenger's Mansion Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Destroy the shiny balloons in front of a store to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into tiles, then shatter the glass windows, allowing you to enter the store. Press the box at the end of the tiles, then hop up the platforms and
travel through the grill. Smash the bright yellow balloon to reveal this. Golden Brick 2: Time to help someone put on a game. Follow the wires to find a broken machine. Repair it to reveal LEGO tracks from the trailer. Build them into a jack, then use it to uncover a cracked block. Break it to reveal the actor.
Sit down and watch the game to get this. Golden Brick 3: Fly up to the top of Oscorp to reach Tinkerer's trial. Reach the top and press the button to reveal it. Gold Brick 4: Fly to the symbol for the Kronos building, then charge the generator to open an elevator on the roof. Build the LEGO pieces on a Groot



panel, then use it to open the elevator, allowing you to collect this. Golden Brick 5: Fly to the top of a building and you will find someone in a maze. Use mind control to take control of it, then turn the green wheel. Follow the path that opens and press the block to the edge of the tiles, then turn the red
wheel. Follow the path to the green wheel and turn it, then turn the red wheel. Turn back and turn the first red wheel, then head to the bathroom, revealing this. Gold Brick 6: Fly to the top of the Roxxon building, then destroy certain objects to reveal a fuse box. Use it to remove the bars, allowing you to
climb the ladder and get to it. Gold Brick 7: Destroy a gold duster to reveal a grill. Travel through it, then use the safety box to rescue the person inside. Break the cash register to reveal this. Swamp the Man-Thing Gold Brick Gold Brick 1: Press the rotary handle on the mine basket, then destroy the
golden base of the cage to reveal breasts. Destroy them to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a cannon, revealing more LEGO pieces. Build them into a pump, then hop on it a few times to raise the helicopter. Cut through the vines, allowing you to get to it. Wakanda Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Destroy a
plant in the jungle to reveal a digging site. Dig up a chest and then destroy it to reveal it. Golden Brick 2: In the Wakandan Jungle, a woman She lost her pigs. One's in the water hole on the left. To get it out, shoot the apple from the nearby tree. Go up and take it back to the pen. Another pig is in the water
across the path. Destroy nearby boxes to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a drone, which will carry the pig out of the water. Walk the pig back into the pen, then destroy the golden teeth on the panther statue to free another pig. Drive it back to the pen, then destroy some rustling shrubs on the hill
above the big water hole to reveal another pig. Take it back to the pen, then go to the jungle and you'll see the last pig on a branch. Shoot the branch to reveal a fighting point, then use it to hit the pig pig Take it back to the pen. Return all five pigs to reveal it. Gold Brick 3: Destroy a plant to reveal a
digging site, then dig LEGO pieces. Build them into a gorilla head, then cut through the vines in the tree to reveal the legs. Follow the path in front of the pedestal to uncover LEGO pieces. Build them into the body, then use magic to put together the statue, revealing it. Golden Brick 4: You need to help a
woman move some trees. Press the yellow tree onto the lift, then press the button to lift it. Push it onto the next lift, then head back down and push the green tree onto the lift. Press the button to lift it, and then press it into the slot. Push the yellow tree out of the way, then push the blue tree onto the lift.
Press the button to lift it, then press it onto the second lift and lift it. Push the blue tree into the socket, then press the yellow tree onto the first lift. Press the button to lower it, and then press it on the slot. Push all the trees in the right places to reveal this. Golden Brick 5: At the top of the palace, charge a
generator to power a button. Press this button as well as the button that has already been powered, then head to the right and destroy the silver panther statue to reveal a grill. Travel through it, then use the technology panel to power the other button. Press it to reveal this on the ledge above you. Gold
Brick 6: Destroy a golden panther statue to reveal Lego pieces. Build them into a rotary handle, then turn it. Break the cracked block on the right to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a ball, then use the shield panel to recall the rods around it. Golden Brick 7: Head through a waterfall to reach a secret
cave. Use the rune panel to open the entrance to the cave. Head inside, then turn the time backwards or forwards to reveal a wheel (only one of them can be up in an instant). Follow the path to uncover a wheel, and then use magic to place it in the slot. Turn the wheels so that the symbols match the
symbols on the panther statue with the same posture, revealing this. Gold Brick 8: Repair a device from the water, then use the technology panel to take control of the crane. Grab the bottom cage and pull it out of the water to reveal this. medieval England / Liberty Island gold bricks Brick 1: Use the
technology panel on Liberty Island to solve the slider puzzle, then pull the levers to reduce the rods around it. Gold Brick 2: Use magic to stack a few rocks on a pillar, then use the graapple point to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them onto the rocks, then use the rune panel to reveal a rock column, then use
the graapple point to reveal Lego pieces. Build them on a rocky pillar. Repair all the rocks to reveal this. Golden Brick 3: Complete a ground race within 50 seconds to take this. Gold Brick 4: Destroy a shiny box to reveal a path, then follow it to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a super power handle,
then use it to destroy the dam. Destroy the gems, then use magic on them to place them in the container. Cut in. vines, then use magic for mushrooms to place them in the pot. Continue to the left and melt the ice, then use the super power handle to open the door. Melt the ice and then destroy the boxes
to reveal the meat. Use magic to place them in the pot. Place all the ingredients in the pot to reveal this. Golden Brick 5: Destroy the barrels on a ledge on Garrett Castle to reveal a generator. Charge it to drag the bars around it. Golden Brick 6: You have to reuinte new lovers. Find the girl on the ground
from Garrett Castle, then dig lego pieces. Build them into a lever, then pull it to extend the platforms. Fly up to the castle, then turn back time to the factory to reveal a box. Press it at the end of the tiles to create a ladder, then turn the time forward to create the railings. Return to the virgin and use mind
control over her to send her up the platforms, ladder and railings to reach her love. Reunite them to reveal this. Gold Brick 7: Dig a sarcophagus underwater, then destroy it to reveal it. Gold Brick 8: We need to make some armor. Destroy the shiny box to reveal gems. Use magic on them to place them in
forging, then cut through the gold wall to reveal some gold. Use magic to place it in forging, then use magic for scissors and mow the sheep. Use magic to place the wool in the forging, then charge the generator to reveal this. Golden Brick 9: You need to fix a flying motorcycle in the castle. Destroy the
shiny objects to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a shield panel, then head right and destroy the silver rods in a window. Use the shield switch to open the doors, then repair the device inside. Use magic on it to place it on the motorcycle. Use the shield panel to open the doors, then press the sand along
the tiles into the groove. Destroy the silver lock in the cupboard to reveal spears, then use magic on them to place them on the bike. Repair the bike to reveal this. Nueva York Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: On a terrace, dig a box, then destroy it to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them onto the pipe, then dig into all
the other areas of dig to dig up the plants. Use the technology panel on the back right to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them onto the tube, then build the other LEGO pieces that appear on the tube, revealing this. Gold Brick 2: Destroy the golden barrels in a building to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a
shield panel, then head to the left and turn the wheel to reveal a broken machine. Repair it, then turn the wheel again. Use the shield board to reveal it. Golden Brick 3: Use mind control on a person in a glass tunnel, then step on the button on the left. Go to the other person and pull the lever to activate a
button on top of you. Fly into the upper glass tunnel and use mind control on a Kang minion to press the button, opening the doors to the tunnel. Pressing the buttons on the top tunnel opens the corresponding doors. Pulling the left lever in the lower tunnel moves the electricity around, and the right lever in
the lower tunnel tunnel which buttons are available to press. Use mind control to allow you to pull both levers into the top tunnel, revealing two buttons in the center. Press on them to reveal that. Gold Brick 4: Destroy a chest inside a building to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a technology panel, then
use it to pull bars from around the grill. Travel through it to get to it. Golden Brick 5: Use the grapple point in a garbage can shooting food at a civilian, then use magic on her to save her. You have to help four other civilians. Cut through the nearby gold panel to reveal a generator, then charge it to help the
citizen. There's three left. Destroy the object to the left of the hologram to reveal Lego pieces. Build them on a railing, then grab onto it to help another citizen. Two more. Use magic on the rotating mark to reveal LEGO pieces and then create them in a lever. Pull it to repair the plate. After we help all the
citizens, this will be revealed. Gold Brick 6: You need to press four buttons to open the box with this inside Follow the black wires to find the buttons. Use stealth to sneak past the cameras, allowing you to press one of the buttons. Use someone immune to electricity to press another button. Use the super
power handle to reveal LEGO pieces, and then create them on the third button. Hit it. Use the graapple points to reveal the fourth button. Press all four buttons to open the container, allowing you to collect it. Gold Brick 7: You need to help a worker leave a store locked inside. There is a parked vehicle
nearby. Turn the time forward, then use the grappale point to destroy the mark. Turn the time back to move the car out of the way, then open the gate. Head inside, then use the rune panel on the left to disable the barrier, revealing it. Golden Brick 8: There is a box with this interior, surrounded by three
lights. One of them is on. Head down the small central dock and sink under the water, then use the super power handles to reveal a fuse box. Use it to end the dance party and turn on the light. Head to the left dock and press the button to turn on the light, then head to the right dock and smash the
cracked block at the top to a button. I'm going to run over him to turn on the light. Turn on all three lights to open the box, allowing you to collect this. Sakaar Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Destroy the shiny motors to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a technology panel, then dig the LEGO pieces Build them
onto the screen, then destroy the debris to reveal more LEGO pieces. Create them on the screen, and then use the technology panel to enter the encryption key (writing BANNER), revealing it. Golden Brick 2: Use magic on the column the Kronan warrior is lifting to place it on a pedestal, then destroy the
shiny objects to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a ball panel, then turn the rotary handle on the sharp pillar. Fly up to the throne, then destroy it to reveal Lego pieces and a button. Make LEGO LEGO pieces a shield panel, then step on the button to reveal a shield switch. Use the shield panel to throw
the shield into the spiky pillar, hitting the shield switch and opening the pit, allowing you to collect this. Gold Brick 3: Head over to a building on the outskirts of Sakaar to talk to the cowboy. Platforms will then appear with two of the buttons. Throw them up and press them, then use mind control for the
person inside the museum. Press the buttons to move the platforms under the other two buttons, and then press them. Press all four buttons to recall the lines. Head to the museum, then use the fuse box to lower the barrier around it. Golden Brick 4: Fly onto the floating drum platform, then survive the
game for 30 seconds to get it. Gold Brick 5: Head inside the trendy Hulk store, then destroy the objects on the left to reveal Lego pieces. Build them into a ball slot, then cut through the gold panel to reveal more LEGO pieces. Build them onto the ball slot, then use it to rotate the cube to the left. Use the
grapple points to reveal obedience discs, then shoot them to the ground. Use the ball slot to rotate the cube to the left again, then destroy the shiny cobwebs to reveal Lego pieces. Build them into a container, then use magic on obedience discs to create green shirts, revealing this. Golden Brick 6: Quickly
swing at all 10 poles around a building to open the cage. Go to the trapped Sakarians to reveal it. Golden Brick 7: Destroy the shiny objects at the top of the turtle building to reveal Lego pieces. Build them onto the tiles, then push the box from the top from the edge, revealing LEGO pieces. Build them into
battle points, then use them to open the building. Destroy the golden sarcophagus to reveal a silver breast. Destroy it, then shatter the glass, allowing you to collect it. Asgard Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Destroy the silver objects on the Bifrost to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a beam deflection panel,
then head inside the building. Destroy the shiny wheel on the wall to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a ball slot and a cable, then use the ball slot to create a laser. Turn the wheels so that when using the beam deflection panel, the laser is sent to the slots in the of the building. Send the laser to both
sockets to reveal this. Gold Brick 2: Head underwater and cut through the vines, then cut through the gold panels to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a cricket, then step into it a few times to reveal this. Gold Brick 3: Shatter the glass panels in a dilapidated building to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them on
a chi altar, then fill it with chi to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a fighting point, then use it to open the chest, revealing this. Golden Brick 4: Shoot a shiny box in lava from the palace to reveal a shiny box. Destroy it to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a gravity booster, then use it to reveal this.
Golden Brick 5: Use magic on the cannon, then hop and shoot shoot 30 ships within the time limit for its receipt. Golden Brick 6: Repair the camera in the kitchen, then follow the path that seems to find a refrigerator. Use magic on it, then melt the ice inside. Build the LEGO pieces into a blender, then use
magic for food to place it in the blender. Press the button on the blender, then use magic in the pot to place it on the stove. Press the button to cook the food, then destroy the golden container to reveal this. Xandar Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Underwater, press the buttons in the star row, circle, hexagon,
triangle, square to open the safe. Press the buttons in the series triangle, circle, star, hexagon, square to reveal this. Golden Brick 2: You need to repair some house kids. Swim under the water to reach him, then press the pillars along the tiles to make the house. To successfully build his house to reveal
this. Golden Brick 3: Destroy the shiny rubble under a small vaulted building to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a gravity booster, then use it to reveal the wires. Use magic to align them by opening the building. Head inside and break the glass container with this inside. Gold Brick 4: Head inside the
soccer-ball-shaped building, then dig a chest. Destroy it to reveal this. Gold Brick 5: Destroy 4 gold panels in the square to reveal the buttons, then step on them. 2 is in the plant range containing the fountain, 1 is in a water pond, and 1 is on rocks near the football-ball shape of the building. Press all 4
buttons to reveal it. Golden Brick 6: Use the graapple point in the container filled with footballs to open the container, then use the super power handle on the large white object. Use magic to place the balls on the device, then follow the path to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a battery, then turn the
rotary handle to move the launcher. Press the button to start a ball in the container in the center, revealing this. Golden Brick 7: Complete the hexagon game 3 times to reveal this. Gold Brick 8: Step on the left and center button to move the balls to the wall, then swing up the poles to reveal a shield
switch. Use the shield panel to activate it, revealing this. Golden Brick 9: Follow the path in front of the building with this interior to reveal a teleportation panel. Use it to head inside the building, allowing you collect this. 10 Gold Brick: Charge the generator on the side of a building to open the container with
this interior. The Old West Gold Bricks Golden Brick 1: Cut through the vines under a narrow arch, then destroy the chest to reveal this. Golden Brick 2: Hop on the bucking animal, then survive for 30 seconds to get it. Gold Brick 3: Use the technology panel behind a building to solve the slider puzzle by
revealing LEGO pieces. Build them into battle points, and then use them to reveal more LEGO pieces. Build them into a ball slot the tumblecart. Use the ball slot to open the chest, revealing this. Golden Brick 4: Shoot 15 gopher heads within the deadline to take this. Golden Brick 5: 5: The silver objects
are underwater, then use magic to place the engine parts in the wood. Destroy the plants to reveal a digging site, then dig a machine. Use the magic to place it in the wood, then follow the path that seems to reveal excavation sites. Dig the LEGO pieces, then build them into a winch and gravity booster,
then use it to move the engines to the surface. Use the spot to expose it. Golden Brick 6: You need to get some people out of a house. Defeat the enemy outside, then head inside the house and use the rune team to uncover a gate. Open it, then head through it and use the fuse box to open the door,
revealing it. Gold Brick 7: Head inside the saloon and destroy the shiny box to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into musical instruments, then repair the piano. Turn the rotary handle on the side of the saloon to lift a laser, then press the button next to the generator. Use the beam deflection panel to deflect
the laser into the hatch, powering the belt. Press the button in the saloon to reveal this. Golden Brick 8: Head inside the caves, then slide past the laser and use magic on the key to open the room. Use magic to align the cables, then charge the generators. Head down the left path and charge the
generator to lower the rods. Go back to the entrance to reveal it. Golden Brick 9: This can be achieved by heading underwater near some broken tracks and continuing along the underground river. Fill the chi altar with chi to open the chest, revealing this. hala Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Use the technology
panel inside the store to match the posters, creating mannequins. Use magic to place the mannequins in the right slots. Create the three correct mannequins to reveal this. Golden Brick 2: Put a ball in each of the three holes. For one of the holes, you need to charge the generator to get the obstacle
moving. For another hole, you'll need to destroy the shiny box to uncover the LEGO pieces for the golf club. Put a ball in the three holes to reveal this. Gold Brick 3: Hop on the turrets, then destroy 25 ships within the deadline to take this. 4 Gold Brick: Use the technology table at the top of a building to
open the container with this interior. Gold Brick 5: Use stealth to slide past the camera, allowing you to press the Do so, then head up to the roof and use the beam deflection panel to destroy the fuse box by lowering the shield around the node. Use the beam deflection panel to deflect the laser to the node
by lowering the shields around it. Gold Brick 6: Smash the cracked block into a pipe to reveal this. Golden Brick 7: You need to help a Kree scientist complete her research. Destroy the boxes on the tiles to reveal lego pieces. Build them onto the tiles, then press the box into the socket. Destroy the boxes
on the back to align the wires, then use magic for the plants. Charge the generator to reveal this. Golden Brick 8: You need to help a Citizen Kree repair a statue. Cut through the gold panels, then destroy the objects to reveal lego pieces. Build them onto the statue, then repair the suspended systems. Put
the statue in the air to reveal it. Golden Brick 9: Dig a sarcophagus under a bridge, then destroy it to reveal it. Egypt Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Head over to the dungball arena, then use the console to take control of a beetle. He scores three goals to reveal this. Gold Brick 2: Smash a cracked block to
reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into part of a skeleton, then follow the path to reveal an excavation site. Dig up more LEGO pieces, then build them onto the frame. Follow the path to uncover an excavation site, then dig up LEGO pieces. Build them into a super power handle, then use them to uncover
LEGO pieces. Build them onto the skeleton, revealing this. Golden Brick 3: Follow the path in front of the Sphinx to reveal a button, then step on it to open the Sphinx. Go inside and then press the button. Step on the symbols in turn in the left arch, then the central arch, then the right arch to open the
sarcophagus, revealing this. Gold Brick 4: Head inside a grave and a woman will ask you to help her prank the other archaeologists. Use the graapple point to reveal LEGO pieces, then build them onto the statue. Destroy the shiny object on the left to reveal LEGO pieces, and then create them on a rune
panel. Use it, then use the fuse box on the right to lower certain objects to the ground. Destroy them to reveal Lego pieces, then build them onto the statue. Successfully prank the archaeologists to take this. Gold Brick 5: Head inside one of the pyramids, then destroy the silver objects on the left to reveal
stars. Use magic to place them on the wall, revealing a statue. Use magic in the other indentation on the left to reveal another statue. Head to the right and use the graapple point to reveal a statue. Head to the other recess on the right and dig LEGO pieces, then build them onto the image, revealing the
last statue. Press the statues so that the image on the statue base matches the image behind it to reveal this. Gold Brick 6: Head inside a grave, then destroy the silver objects on the left to reveal Lego pieces. Build them on a wheel and a tile, then turn the wheels to create a heart. Use magic in the jars
on the right to dig sites, then dig a skull. Use magic to place it in the sarcophagus, then charge the generator to reveal this. Golden Brick 7: Fill the chi altar in front of a pyramid to open it, then head inside. Turn the rotary handle into an indentation on the left to turn the laser into the mirror on the right. Turn
the rotary handle on it to turn the light on the left cable. Cut through the gold panels on the left to reveal Lego pieces. Build them into a ball socket, then use it to turn a beam of light onto the center wire. Turn the rotary handle into an indentation on the right to turn the light in the mirror in the center, and
then turn the rotary handle on it to turn the light on the right cable. Turn a beam of light on all three cables reveal this. Manhattan Noir Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: You need to help someone put together their tea supplies. Use the fighting point, then repair the machine. Use magic in the box to reveal lego
pieces. Build them into a tea bag, then use magic to place it in the cup. Use magic on the valve to place it in the tube, then turn it to add water. Defeat the enemies that appear, then use magic for the cup to throw tea in port. Defeat the other enemies to reveal it. Golden Brick 2: Destroy a few boxes on a
beach to reveal a rune panel. Use it to open the chest, revealing this. Gold Brick 3: Put out the fires in a booth to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a shield panel, then click the shiny green object next to the hanging ladder to lower it. Climb up, then destroy the shiny boxes to reveal Lego pieces. Build
them into a ball on the shield panel, then use the shield panel to open the door, allowing you to collect this. Golden Brick 4: Beat the silver-clad enemies on the side of the road to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them onto the car, and then build the LEGO pieces to the right on a beam deflection screen. Use it
to prevent bullets in the front of the car, revealing this. Gold Brick 5: Shatter the glass in a train car to reveal a grapple point. Use it to reveal a generator, and then charge it to reveal more LEGO tracks. Build them onto the train car, then turn the time forward to reveal a grapple point. Use it to reveal a
shiny sofa cushion, then destroy it to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a fist, then turn the time back to repair the wires. Charge the generator again to destroy the debris in the right train car, allowing you to collect this. Gold Brick 6: Scan the side of a building, then avoid the gargoyle. Head to the right
and use the graapple point to lower the ladder, then climb and swing at the poles. Scan, then avoid the gargoyle. Head to the left and destroy the shiny objects to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into speakers, then scan and avoid the gargoyle. Time to fight Soker. Take off all his health to reveal it. Gold
Brick 7: Fly to the roof of a building and a lady will ask you to help test the new lamps. the ball jack to send electricity through the cables. Turn the wheels to align the cables, sending power to the box near the broken ball slot. Make the LEGO pieces in the ball slot, then use them to charge the other
battery. Align the cables so they both send power to the other box, revealing this. Gold Brick 8: There is a chest under water. Follow the cable that comes out of it to get to an excavation site, then dig a basket. Destroy it to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a lever, then pull it to reveal this. Hydra Empire
Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Destroy the objects on the side of a building to reveal Lego pieces. Build them into parts of hydra's emblem, then turn the rotary handle on a ledge to reveal a generator. Charge it up, then destroy the shiny boxes on a ledge to reveal LEGO LEGO Build them into a rotary handle,
then turn it to reveal another generator. Charge it up, then use magic to make the logo (the skull can be found hanging on the side of the building). Defeat the enemies who seem to reveal this. Golden Brick 2: Charge the generator in a fountain to open the container with this interior. Gold Brick 3: Destroy
a few boxes on the side of a building to reveal a grill. Travel through it, then use the technology panel to solve the slider puzzle, opening the container with this inside. Golden Brick 4: You need to push three pillars into their slots on the tiles. Push the green pillar into the socket, then push the red pillar into
the open socket. Push the green pillar into the other open socket, then push the yellow pillar into the last slot, revealing this. Gold Brick 5: Destroy a shiny numbers mark to reveal a shield switch. Use it to close the lasers, then shatter the glass. Destroy the golden statue to reveal this. Gold Brick 6: Smash
the cracked block on the side of a building to reveal this. Gold Brick 7: Destroy the silver objects in front of a valve, then turn it to fill the water cannon. Get in and put out the fires within the deadline to receive this. Gold Brick 8: Destroy a shiny sushi sign to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a boombox
to destroy the doors, then head inside the restaurant. Create a portal and then head through it. Use the graapple point to reveal LEGO pieces, then build them onto the ball slot. Use it to expose it. Gold Brick 9: Hop up the rods on the left side to reach a fuse box, then use it to disable obstacles around
artwork. Head back to the museum and destroy some of the artwork to uncover Lego pieces. Build them into a gravity booster, then use it to reveal this. Gold Brick 10: Destroy the gold objects in the parade chariot, then build the LEGO pieces that are revealed in a commemorative gravity. Use it to splash
goo on the ground, revealing this for the floating arts. K'un-Lun Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Head to the maze, then use mind control for the dragon costume. Let's get to the end of the lesson so you can reveal it. Lemuria Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Destroy some objects to reveal a digging site, then dig a
chest. Destroy it to reveal this. Gold Brick 2: the rune panel to open the cave, then head inside. Dig a chest, then destroy it to reveal an artifact. Use magic in it, then head to the entrance of the cave and dig up the artifact. Use magic in it to reveal lego pieces. Build them into a fighting point, then use it to
uncover the artifact. Use magic to expose it. Gold Brick 3: Use the safety box inside a building to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them on a grill, then travel through it. Grab 20 shells within the deadline to receive this. Gold Brick 4: You need to get rid of some tentacles. To do this, you need to cover up the
sockets that come from. Destroy the silver rocks near one to cover it, then cut through the gold wall near another. Use the grab point to a temple near a hole, then destroy the glowing seaweed. Use magic on the panel to cover the nearby hole. Block all the holes, and then hit the tentacles to expose it.
Gold Brick 5: Pull the lever inside the palace to disable some of the lasers. Crumble the nearby glass cabinet to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a lever, then pull it out to disable more lasers. Destroy the shiny chandelier to reveal LEGO pieces, then build them into a lever and pull it to close more
lasers. Crumble the side of a glass pillar outside the palace, then pull the lever to close the final lasers, allowing you to collect this. Gold Brick 6: Use the technology panel on a boat on the surface, then drop underwater and destroy the shiny boxes to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a gravity booster,
then use it to reveal this. Gold Brick 7: You need to turn on 4 lights pulling levers. There is a time limit, so before you pull the first lever down the walkway in the building, use super power handles, break the cracked bar, and fill the chi altar with chi to reveal all the levers. Pull all four levers within the time
limit to lower the barrier around it. Gold Brick 8: Press the buttons on the side of a building so that everything lights up, opening the container with this interior. Citadel Kang Gold Brick Brick 1: Follow the wire attached to a chest in a rocky outcropping to reach a fuse box, then use it to open the chest,
revealing this. Gold Brick 2: Destroy the two silver studs to align the boxes, revealing a commemorative gravity. Use it to align a few boxes, then build the LEGO pieces into a grapple point. Use it to align the boxes, then drop down and build the LEGO pieces into a box. Align all the boxes to reveal it. Gold
Brick 3: Use the rune panel underwater to open the chest, revealing this. Knowere Gold Bricks Gold Brick 1: Cut through the vines on the right to reveal a technology panel, then use it to hit the buttons in the right pattern. Press the right arrow to reveal LEGO tracks. Build them on the wall, then use the
technology panel to solve the slider puzzle by revealing it. Gold Brick 2: There is a container on the outside of the Knossos. To open it, you'll need to use three technology panels, which can be found abroad. Attilan Bricks Gold Brick 1: Use stealth to slide past the camera, then press the button. Quickly
swing up the poles and step on the two buttons to open the container with this inside. Gold Brick 2: Put out a fire in the street to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them into a technology table, then use it to open the container with this interior. Golden Brick 3: Climb a ladder to the side of the palace, then hop up
the railings and grab the bar on the yellow panel to turn off the electricity. Head to the right and use the graapple point to uncover a safety box. Use to close the force field above you. Climb the ladder and then break the broken wall. Pull the lever to turn off the power around it. Gold Brick 4: Charge the
generator to the top of a building to reveal a button. Press it, then build the LEGO pieces into a generator. Charge it, then destroy the gold bars. Use magic and load the generator. Press the button to lower the shield around it. Golden Brick 5: Use magic in an orange box to reveal the wires. Use magic to
place them on the wall, then use the shield switch to send power through the cables. Head to the right and cut through the gold wall, then press the button. Quickly use the shield panel to open the container with this inside. Golden Brick 6: Follow the path in front of a shield to reveal a teleportation panel.
Use it, then step on the button to reduce the shield. Use the super power handles to uncover LEGO tracks, and then create them on a teleportation panel. Use it, then step on the button to reduce the shield. Follow the path to uncover LEGO tracks, and then create them on a teleportation panel. Use it to
get to the room with this interior. Gold Brick 7: Use the rune panel on a ledge to turn off the shield, then use magic on the sign to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them onto the button, then shatter the glass statue to reveal LEGO pieces. Build them onto the button, then use the beam deflection panel to charge
the two nodes, revealing this. This.
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